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we see evan and zack in their van, driving on their way to an event they are
excited for.
- really excited for this event, evan.
- i agree, i’m also excited, zack.
they sit in comfortable silence for a moment.
- would you like to play a word game to pass the time?
- why not! fewf, that was some good talking though.
- yes, some insightful and spontaneous conversation, zack agrees.
nick says from the back seat, how about some music.
- oh nice, you’re in here too? sure, good idea.
- great, i got this one! says zack.
zack turns on the radio and puts on the mets game. evan and nick look at zack,
now smiling with his eyes closed, then at each other. we know how to handle
this.
nick opens the sunroof, stands up, shrieks, sits down. zack opens his eyes.
evan seizes the opportunity and changes the station on the radio.
- oh, i like this song. have you heard it? it’s called moment, it’s by us.

zack looks dazed, but after a few seconds begins to bob his head.
- did you hear theyre working with rough trade now? nick asks.
- oh that’s cool news. princess nokia is on that label right?
- yeah, and parquet courts.
- that’s cool, i’m sure they’ll do a good job with it, zack says.
- i like their logo.
- i like the strokes.
- oh hey josh, i didn't know you were gonna be here.
- i sent you a text, i guess it didn't go through.
hi-fives all around.
- anybody else in here?
megan and sam’s heads pop out from the last two rows, respectively. they turn
toward each other in surprise, laugh, and greet each other w a hi-five.
oh hey guys.
- where are we going again?
- oh yeah, there was this tour we were gonna go on, starts in a few
hours i think. so i guess actually it’s good you’re all here.
- in fact, hey, let's listen to this song again and possibly learn it so we
can perform it, if that sounds good to everybody.
- yep,
- yeah
- yes, but wait, is it legal?
- honestly sam that’s a good question, i’m not totally sure. let’s call our
lawyer.

- hey paul, we just wanted to check in and see if it was legal to perform
pinegrove’s new song moment if we can get it together in time.
- good question, let me call washington, and see if we can’t get a
majority opinion. hold tight, i’ll call you back in a sec.
zack hangs up and then right afterwards evan’s phone buzzes.
- hey zack, i think my phone just buzzed, could you see who the text is
from?
- josh could you do it please? my hands are covered in spicy sweet chili
dorito dust.
- no prob, it’s from derek ted, who says he’s in for the second leg.
nice! everyone says.

- oh man, evan says, slowing down. seems like we are approaching
some traffic
- honk, megan says. hooooonnnnk.
- ugh, i feel you, ev replies. honk.
- you know what though? says zack. theres no crew of people i’d rather
get stuck in a traffic jam with.
- aw, says sam.
- why are you crying evan? ask megan and nick in unison.

- i just love being in a jam with you guys so much.
he puts the car in park and gets out of the drivers seat and comes around to the
side of the van and gives everybody a hug. the cars behind honk emphatically.
pg hugs serenely. paul calls back.
- it’s legal!
everybody cheers.
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